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PFM Module for remotely operated power folding mirrors
Installation of PFM Module (fig. 5) consists of tapping power and signal wires from the original driver door wiring loom
harness (schematics in fig. 1 and 2) with the supplied wiring harness (fig. 7), which is furnished with an adequate crimp
contacts, and of re-routing the wires from the mirrors through PFM Module (via supplied XC-PFM connector).

Fig. 1 Original wiring diagram for power folding mirrors

Fig. 2 Modified wiring diagram for power folding mirrors with integrated PFM Module
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PFM Module for remotely operated power folding mirrors
Code
M11D
Y13D
S115
X6
X4

Description
Driver door mirror motor
Driver door lock motor
Driver door windows & mirrors switch unit
Driver door body connector
Passenger door body connector

Code
K82
X131
M11P
PFM
XC-PFM

Description
Central door locking relay
Rear electric centre (REC)
Passenger door mirror motor
PFM Module
PFM Module 4-pin connector

Tab. 1 Schematic symbols and their descriptions

For installation of PFM Module and supplied wiring harness, follow these steps:
1. Remove the driver door trim and from the driver door switch unit S115 disconnect the connector ZF 32-1 (fig. 11).
Disengage the wire pulley from the inner door handle. Eventually, disconnect additional connectors from the
elements installed in the trim (tweeter, inner door handle illumination), so you can completely remove the door
trim.
2. Disassemble the ZF 32-1 connector (fig. 12), so you can remove the pins from positions 6-7 and 22-23, which go to
the mirrors (fig. 13). Once removed, insert the pins into the MQS BU-GEH 4P/XC-PFM connector (fig. 14) according
to the following instructions:
 black-green (BKGN) wire 0.5mm2 from position S115/7 into position XC-PFM/1
 black-green (BKGN) wire 0.5mm2 from position S115/23 into position XC-PFM/2
 black-brown (BKBN) wire 0.5mm2 from position S115/6 into position XC-PFM/3
 black-brown (BKBN) wire 0.5mm2 from position S115/22 into position XC-PFM/4
For identification of pin positions follow fig. 3 and 4. Fully populated MQS BU-GEH 4P connector insert into MQS
STIFT-GET 4P connector to complete the XC-PFM interconnect. Next, insert four black-green and black-brown
0.5mm2 wires terminated with MQS pins (which are part of the supplied wiring harness) into the now empty
positions 6-7 and 22-23 of the ZF 32-1 connector. The corresponding positions are marked on the attached wire
labels (fig. 10).

Fig. 3 Pin numbering for ZF 32-1 connector

Fig. 4 Pin numbering for MQS BU-GEH 4P connector

3. Remove protective tape from the wiring loom harness going to the ZFW 10-5 connector attached to the driver door
lock Y13D as required and then strip the insulation from the signal wire (fig. 15). The prepared crimp on the PFM
wiring loom (fig. 8) attach to the bare wire with a crimping tool (fig. 16) and insulate both wires with a heat shrink
tube or electrical tape (fig. 17). Repeat this process for all three signal wires going to the driver door lock – white
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(WH) wire 0.75mm2 for unlock signal, red (RD) or grey-white (GYWH) wire 0.75mm2 for lock signal1 and black-green
(BKGN) wire2 0.75mm2 for deadlock signal (fig. 18).
4. Remove protective tape from the wiring loom harness going to the ZF32-1 connector attached to the driver door
switch unit S115 as required and follow the same procedure as in step 3 to connect three power wires – red (RD)
wire 0.75mm2 for battery positive voltage, black (BK) wire 0.5mm2 for ignition voltage a brown (BN) wire 0.75mm2
for ground. Tape all wires together with a proper tape to protect the harness, afterwards (fig. 19).
5. Remove the top cover from the PFM Module by unscrewing a single screw and by accessing the double switch (fig.
6) select the desired operating mode by following these steps (perform during each reprogramming of the module):
a) Both switches set to OFF position
b) First, set the switch 2 to the desired position
c) Second, set the switch 1 to the desired position
OPTION 1: outside mirrors get folded upon deadlock and unfold upon unlock of the vehicle. During
single lock the mirrors do not fold.
OPTION 2: outside mirrors fold upon single lock and unfold upon unlock of the vehicle. During
deadlock the mirrors do not fold.
OPTION 3: PFM Module is disabled and folding/unfolding of the outside mirrors is possible only via
a push of a button on the driver door switch unit.
Screw the top cover onto the PFM Module.
6. PFM module can be placed in the back of the driver door trim under the door handle (fig. 20 to 23) and fixated in
place with a foam tape or other means, so that the module is held in place without emitting unwanted sounds
during vehicle operation. Connect the MATE-N-LOK connector from the wiring harness afterwards.
7. Reconnect all the connectors disconnected in step 1, and attach the driver door trim back to the door.
Note: PFM Module can be reprogrammed into one of the modes listed in step 5. Folding/unfolding of the door mirrors via
the driver door windows/mirrors switch unit (S115) is preserved in any of the selected modes. However, it must be taken
into notice, that the switch unit does not track the actual position of the mirrors, only it’s last action (after
disconnecting/reconnecting the battery, upon the first push of the button unfolding action will take place) and upon each
push of the button it will alternate between folding and unfolding action. If e.g. the mirrors were unfolded by pressing
the button on driver door switch module S115 and subsequently folded by PFM Module by central locking of the car, next
push of the driver door switch unit button (S115) will try to fold the mirrors. But since the mirrors are already folded, no
action will be performed. The mirrors can be unfolded by additional push of the driver door switch unit button.

1

Astra H (2004-2010) and Zafira B (2005) use red (RD) wire, while Zafira B (2006-2013) uses gray-white (GYWH) wire for lock signal.
2
Attention, in the loom, there is also white-gray WHGY 0.5mm wire for door switch, which signals open/closed door. Do not mistake
this WHGY wire (white wire with thin gray stripe) for GYWH wire (gray wire with thin white stripe).
2
Vehicles without deadlock function can be missing black-green wire in the door wiring loom. In such a case, the black-green wire,
which is part of PFM Module wiring loom, is to be left unconnected and the crimp needs to be sealed with an electrical tape or
similar.
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Double
switch

Fig. 5 PFM Module

Fig. 6 PFM Module with removed cover

MATE-N-LOK
XC-PFM

Fig. 7 Wiring loom

Fig. 8 Wiring loom crimps for tapping door lock wires

MQS STIFT-GET 4P

MQS BU-GEH 4P
Fig. 9 XC-PFM interconnecting connector

Fig. 10 wires with MQS pins to install into ZF 32-1 connector

ZFW 10-5 connector

ZF 32-1 connector
Fig. 11 Driver door with removed trim (Zafira B)
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Fig. 12 Disassembling ZF 32-1 connector
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S115/22

S115/23

S115/6

S115/7

Fig. 13 Disassembled ZF 32-1 connector

Fig. 15 Stripping insulation from wire

Fig. 14 ZF 32-1 & MQS BU-GEH 4P connector populated with wires

Fig. 16 Tapping the wire with a crimp

Fig. 18 ZFW 10-5 door lock connector with tapped wires
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Fig. 17 Insulating the tap

Fig. 19 Completed installation of the wiring loom (Zafira B)
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Fig. 20 Driver door trim (Zafira B)

Fig. 21 Example usage of foam strips (Zafira B)

Fig. 22 Example usage of foam strips (Zafira B)

Fig. 23 Fixing the PFM Module in place (Zafira B)
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